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 The game features Eastern European-styled graphics and uses the engine from the 2007 first-person shooter, Enemy Territory: Quake Wars. Contents Somewhere in the mid-1980s, the United States of America officially invaded Cuba, dropping several nuclear weapons in the vicinity. Soon thereafter, the USSR took an active interest in the situation, and the two countries began their long-lasting cold
war. In 1991, the political context changed, and the USSR was dissolved. As a result, the US and the remaining USSR allies renounced their state-sponsored terrorism. As a measure to quell the tension, the leaders of each country agreed to hold joint military exercises. Realizing how dangerous the situation could be if these exercises turned hostile, both sides agreed to establish a neutral territory for
them. This neutral territory is the fictional country of Umbrella. A pre-war map of the area was drawn up by the joint forces of both countries. The main land is situated in the southeast of the country. On this land are the cities of Rublev, Minsk and Voronezh, which are important to the country. To the west are the cities of Moscow and St. Petersburg, as well as the country of Norway. This area is

protected by a low sea-based barrier. Adjacent to this land is the island of Stenkorbe. A second land is situated to the south. This land is separated from the main area by a river, the Durn and Chornokupa. This area has several small airports. A third land is situated to the north. This land contains the city of Irbischk, which is situated near the border of Russian Bumble and Eastern Poland. The largest
city in this area is Lutwort. A fourth land is situated to the north-west, separated from the main area by a river and an electrical barrier. This land is situated near the border of Soviet Peru and Eastern Poland. In this area is the city of Kyst, the capital of the country. To the east, an area of large hills and a lake can be found. The western region of Umbrella, situated next to the large city of Saint

Petersburg, is mostly flat. The eastern region of Umbrella, located next to the city of Voronezh, is mostly hilly. The entire island of Stenk 82157476af
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